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Abstract: The cloud computing affords excessive prospects for the necessities of multifarious computing and 

consistent communication. Categorized by the increasing arrival rate of live content, the emergency applications that 

stance a great challenge how to publicize large-scale live content to interested users in a scalable and reliable manner. 

The publish/subscribe (pub/sub) model is broadly used for data dissemination of its capacity of impeccably escalating 

the system to colossal size. Most event matching services of existing pub/sub systems either lead to low matching 

throughput when matching a large number of twisted subscriptions when a large number of servers fail. SREM, a 

scalable and reliable event matching service for content-based pub/sub systems in cloud computing environment to 

realize low routing latency and consistent links between servers, a distributed overlay Skip Cloud to organize servers of 

SREM. Through a Partition technique, large-scale skewed subscriptions are charted into several subspaces, which 

safeguards high matching quantity and delivers multiple candidate servers for each event. Assessing the concert of 

SREM, 64 servers are organized and millions of live content items are tested in a Cloud Stack test bed. The tentative 

results shown that the traffic above of routing events in Skip Cloud is at least 60 percent smaller than in Chord overlay, 

the matching rate in SREM is at least 3.7 times and at most 40.4 times larger than the single-dimensional partitioning 

technique of Blue Dove based on various parameter settings. SREM facilitates the event loss rate to drop back to 0 in 

tens of seconds even if a large number of servers fail concurrently.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Prominence given in serving users to make real-time 

decisions, data dissemination has become intensely 

significant in many large-scale emergency applications, 

such as earthquake monitoring, disaster weather warning, 

and status update in social networks. Recently, data 

dissemination in these emergency applications presents a 

number of fresh trends. One is the rapid growth of live 

content. For example, Face book users publish over 

600,000 pieces of content and Twitter users send over 

100,000 tweets on average per minute [1]. The other is the 

highly dynamic network environment. The measurement 

studies indicates that most users’ sessions in social 

networks only last several minutes [2]. In emergency 

scenarios, the sudden disasters like earthquake or bad 

weather may lead to the failure of a large number of users 

immediately. These features necessitate the data 

dissemination system to be scalable and reliable. Firstly, 

the system must be scalable to support the large amount of 

live content. The key is to offer a scalable event matching 

service to filter out insignificant users. Otherwise, the 

content may have to traverse a large number of impassive 

users before they reach interested users. Secondly, with 

the dynamic network environment, it’s reasonably needed 

to provide reliable schemes to keep continuous data 

dissemination capacity. Or else, the system interruption  

 

 

 
 

may cause the live content becomes obsolete content. 

Driven by these requirements, publish/subscribe (pub/ sub) 

pattern is widely used to disseminate data due to its 

flexibility, scalability, and efficient support of complex 

event processing. In pub/sub systems (pub/subs), a 

receiver (subscriber) registers its interest in the form of a 

subscription. Events are published by senders to the 

pub/sub system.  

 

The system matches events against subscriptions and 

disseminates them to interested subscribers. Recently, 

cloud computing provides great opportunities for the 

applications of complex computing and high speed 

communication [12], [13], where the servers are connected 

by high speed networks, and have powerful computing and 

storage capacities. A number of pub/sub services based on 

the cloud computing environment have been proposed, 

such as Move [14], Blue Dove [15] and SEMAS [16]. 

However, most of them can not completely meet the 

requirements of both scalability and reliability when 

matching large-scale live content under highly dynamic 

environments. This mainly stems from the following facts: 

1) Most of them are inappropriate to the matching of live 

content with high data dimensionality due to the limitation 

of their subscription space partitioning techniques 
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which bring either low matching throughput or high 

memory overhead. 2) These systems adopt the one-hop 

lookup technique [17] among servers to reduce routing 

latency. Let us have a glance on the following 

contributions: A distributed overlay protocol, called Skip 

Cloud, to organize servers in the cloud computing 

environment. Skip Cloud enables subscriptions and events 

to be forwarded among brokers in a scalable and reliable 

manner. Also it is easy to implement and maintain. To 

achieve scalable and reliable event matching among 

multiple servers, a hybrid multidimensional space 

partitioning technique, called HP artition came in to 

existence. It permits similar subscriptions to be separated 

into the same server and provides multiple candidate 

matching servers for every event. Additionally, it 

adaptively assuages hot spots and keeps workload balance 

among all servers. Extensive experiments based on a 

Cloud Stack test bed to verify the performance of SREM 

under various parameter settings. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A large body of efforts on broker based pub/subs have 

been proposed in recent years. One method is to organize 

brokers into a tree overlay, such that events can be 

delivered to all relevant brokers without duplicate 

transmissions. Besides, data replication schemes [2] are 

employed to ensure reliable event matching. For instance, 

Siena [3] advertises subscriptions to the whole network. 

When receiving an event, each broker determines to 

forward the event to the corresponding broker according to 

its routing table. In Atmosphere [4], it dynamically 

identifies entourages of publishers and subscribers to 

transmit events with low latency. It is appropriate to the 

scenarios with small-scale of subscribers. As the number 

of subscribers increases, the over-overlays constructed in 

Atmosphere probably have the similar latency like in 

Siena. To ensure reliable routing, Kazemzadeh and 

Jacobsen [5] propose a d-fault-tolerance algorithm to 

handle concurrent crash failure of up to d brokers. Brokers 

are required to maintain a partial view of this tree that 

includes all brokers within distance dþ1.The multi-hop 

routing techniques in these tree-based pub/subs lead to a 

high routing latency. Besides, skewed subscriptions and 

events lead to unbalanced workloads among brokers, 

which may severely reduces the matching throughput. In 

contrast, SREM uses Skip Cloud to reduce the routing 

latency and HP artition to balance the workloads of 

brokers. Another method is to divide brokers into multiple 

clusters through unstructured overlays. Brokers in each 

cluster are connected through reliable topologies. For 

instance, brokers in Kyra [7] are grouped into cliques 

based on their network proximity. Each clique divides the 

whole content space into non-overlapping zones based on 

the number of its brokers. After that, the brokers in 

different cliques which are responsible for similar zones 

are connected by a multicast tree. Thus, events are 

forwarded through its corresponding multiple tree. Sub-2-

Sub [8] implements epidemic-based clustering to partition 

all subscriptions into disjoint subspaces. The nodes in each 

subspace are organized into a bidirectional ring. Due to the 

long delay of routing events in unstructured overlays, most 

of these approaches are inadequate to achieve scalable 

event matching. In contrast, SREM uses Skip Cloud to 

organize brokers, which uses the prefix routing technique 

to achieve low routing latency. To reduce the routing hops, 

a number of methods organize brokers through structured 

overlays which commonly Need QðlogNÞ hops to locate a 

broker. Subscriptions and events falling into the same 

subspace are sent and matched on a rendezvous broker. 

For instance, Pastry String [9] constructs a distributed 

index tree for each dimension to support both numerical 

and string dimensions. The resource discovery service 

proposed by Ranjan et al. [10] maps events and 

subscriptions into d-dimensional indexes, and hashes these 

indexes onto a DHT network. To ensure reliable pub/sub 

service, each broker in Meghdoot [11] has a back up 

which is used when the primary broker fails. Compared 

with these DHT-based approaches, SREM ensures smaller 

forwarding latency through the prefix routing of Skip 

Cloud, and higher event matching reliability by multiple 

brokers in each top cluster of Skip Cloud and multiple 

candidate groups of HP artition. Recently, a number of 

cloud providers have offered a series of pub/sub services. 

For instance, Move [14] provides high available key-value 

storage and matching respectively based on one-hop 

lookup [17]. Blue Dove [15] adopts a single-dimensional 

partitioning technique to divide the entire spare and a 

performance-aware forwarding scheme to select candidate 

matcher for each event. Its scalability is limited by the 

coarse-grained clustering technique. SEMAS [16] 

proposes a fine-grained partitioning technique to achieve 

high matching rate. However, this partitioning technique 

only provides one candidate for each event and may lead 

to large memory cost as the number of data dimensions 

increases. In contrast, HP artition makes a better trade-off 

between the matching throughput and reliability through a 

flexible manner of constructing logical space. 

 
III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

3.1 SREM Design 

To support large-scale users, we consider a cloud 

computing environment with a set of geographically 

distributed data centers through the Internet. Each 

datacenter contains a large number of servers (brokers), 

which are managed by a datacenter management service 

such as Amazon EC2 or OpenStack. All brokers in SREM 

as the front-end are exposed to the Internet, and any 

subscriber and publisher can associate to them 

unswervingly. To accomplish reliable connectivity and 
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low routing latency, these brokers are connected through 

an distributed overlay, called Skip Cloud. The entire 

content space is partitioned into disjoint subspaces, each of 

which is managed by a number of brokers. Subscriptions 

and events are dispatched to the subspaces that are 

overlapping with them through Skip Cloud. Subscriptions 

and events falling into the same subspace are matched on 

the same broker. After the matching process completes, 

events are broadcasted to the corresponding interested 

subscribers. The subscriptions generated by subscribers S1 

and S2 are dispatched to broker B2 and B5,respectively. 

Upon receiving events from publishers, B2 and B5 will 

send matched events to S1 and S2, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 1: An example of Skip Cloud with eight brokers and 

three levels. 

 

Every broker is acknowledged by a binary string. All 

datacenters due to the various skewed distributions of 

users’ interests.  The node failure may lead to unreliable  

and inefficient routing among servers. To this end, it is 

organized servers into Skip Cloud to reduce the routing 

latency in a scalable and reliable manner. Such a 

framework offers a number of advantages for real-time 

and reliable data dissemination. First, it allows the system 

to timely group similar subscriptions into the same broker 

due to the high bandwidth among brokers in the cloud 

computing environment, such that the local searching 

Time can be greatly reduced. Second, since each subspace 

is managed by multiple brokers, this framework is fault-

tolerant even if a large number of brokers crash 

straightaway. Third, because the data center management 

service provides scalable and elastic servers, the system 

can be easily expanded to Internet-scale. 

 

3.2 SKIPCLOUD: Topology Construction 

SkipCloud systematizes all brokers into levels of clusters. 

The clusters at each level of SkipCloud can be treated as a 

partition of the whole broker set. At the top level, brokers 

are systematized into numerous clusters whose topologies 

are complete graphs. Each cluster at this level is called top 

cluster. It contains a leader broker which produces a 

unique b-ary identifier with length of m using a hash 

function (e.g. MD-5). This identifier is called ClusterID. 

Individually, each broker’s identifier is a unique string and 

shares common prefix of length m with its ClusterID. At 

this level, brokers in the same cluster are accountable for 

the same content subspaces, which provides numerous 

identical candidates for each event. Since brokers in the 

same top cluster generate frequent communication among 

themselves, such as updating subscriptions and 

dispatching events, they are organized into a complete 

graph to reach each other in one hop. After the top clusters 

have been well organized, the clusters at the rest levels can 

be generated level by level. Precisely, each broker decides 

to join which cluster at every level. 

 

 
 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM: INNOVATIVE 

STRATEGIES 

 

4.1 HPARTITION: 

In order to take benefit of multiple distributed brokers, 

SREM distributes the entire content space among the top 

clusters of Skip Cloud, so that each top cluster only 

switches a subset of the entire space and searches a small 

number of candidate subscriptions. SREM employs a 

hybrid multidimensional space partitioning technique, 

called HP artition, to realize scalable and reliable event 

matching. Generally speaking, HP artition divides the 

entire content space into disjoint subspaces. Subscriptions 

and events with overlapping subspaces are dispatched and 

matched on the same top cluster of Skip Cloud .To keep 

workload balance among servers, HP artition divides the 

hot spots into various cold spots in an adaptive manner. 
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4.2 Adaptive Selection Algorithm 

Because of diverse distributions of subscriptions, both 

HSPartition and SSPartition cannot substitute with each 

other.  HSPartition is striking to divide the hot spots whose 

subscriptions are uniform dispersed regions. However, it’s 

unsuitable to rift the hot spots whose subscriptions all 

appear at the same exact point. On the other hand, 

SSPartition allows to divide any kind of hot spots into 

multiple subsets even if all subscriptions falls into the 

same single point. Nevertheless, compared with 

HSPartition, it has to dispatch an event to multiple 

subspaces, which brings a higher traffic overhead. To 

accomplish balanced workloads among brokers, An 

adaptive selection algorithm to select either HSPartition or 

SSPartition to assuage hot spots. The selection is based on 

the similarity of subscriptions in the same hot spot. 

Specifically, subspace with maximal size of subscriptions 

in HSPartition.   We choose HSPartition as the partitioning 

algorithm through combining both partitioning techniques, 

this selection algorithm can alleviate hot spots in an 

adaptive manner. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

To take advantage of the reliable links and high bandwidth 

among servers of the cloud computing environment, we 

choose the CloudStack [24] testbed to design and 

implement our prototype. To develop the prototype as 

modular and portable, used ICE [25] as the fundamental 

communication platform. ICE offers a communication 

resolution that is laidback to program with, and allows the 

developers to only focus on their application logic.  To 

evaluate the performance of SkipCloud, it is implemented 

both SkipCloud and Chord to forward subscriptions and 

messages. To evaluate the performance of HPartition, 

the prototype supports different space partitioning policies. 

Furthermore, the prototype provides three different 

message forwarding strategies, i.e, least subscription 

amount forwarding, random forwarding, and probability 

based forwarding. 

 

 5.1 Parameters and Metrics 

A group of virtual machines (VMs) in the CloudStack test 

bed to evaluate the performance of SREM. Each VM is 

running in a exclusive physical machine, and we use 64 

VMs as brokers. For each VM, it is equipped with four 

processor cores, 8 GB memory, and is connected to 

Gigabit Ethernet switches. In Skip Cloud, the number of 

brokers in each top cluster d is set to 2. To ensure reliable 

connectivity of clusters, the average degree of brokers in 

each cluster Dc is 6. In HP artition, the entire subscription 

space consists of eight dimensions, each of which has a 

range from 0 to 500. The range of each dimension is cut 

into 10 segments by default. For each hotspot, the range of 

its every dimension is cut into two segments iteratively. 

The performance of SREM through a number of metrics is 

evaluated in following perspectives. Subscription 

searching size: The number of subscriptions that need to 

be searched on each broker for matching a message. 

Matching rate: The number of matched events per second. 

Suppose the first event is matched at the moment of T1, 

and the last one is matched at the moment of T2.  Event 

loss rate: The percentage of lost events in a specified time 

period. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Distribution of subscription searching sizes 

 

5.3 Forwarding Policy and Workload Balance 

5.3.1 Impact of Message Forwarding Policy 

The forwarding policy determines each message to be 

forwarded to which broker, which significantly affects the 

workload balance among brokers. These policies mainly 

lies in its better trade-off between workload balance and 

searching latency. For instance, when we use HPartition- 4 

under SkipCloud, the matching rate of the probability 

based policy are of random policy and least subscription 

amount forwarding policy, respectively. When we use 

HPartition-4 under Chord, the corresponding gains of the 

probability based policy . 

 

5.3.2 Workload Balance of Brokers 

We compare the workload balance of brokers under 

different partitioning strategies and overlays. In the 

experiment, we use the probability based forwarding 

policy to dispatch events. One million events are 

forwarded and matched against 40000 subscriptions in the 

experiments.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

SREM, a scalable and reliable event matching service for 

content-based pub/sub systems in cloud computing 

environment. SREM attaches the brokers over and done 

with a scattered overlay Skip Cloud, which certifies 

reliable connectivity among brokers through its multi-level 

clusters and brings a low routing latency through a prefix 

routing algorithm. A hybrid multi-dimensional space 

partitioning technique, helps out SREM in reaching 

scalable and balanced clustering of high dimensional 

twisted subscriptions, and each event is permitted to be 

matched on any of its candidate servers. Extensive 

experiments with real deployment based on a Cloud Stack 

testbed are accompanied, producing results which 

demonstrate that SREM is effective and practical, and also 
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presents good workload balance, scalability and reliability 

under various parameter settings. Although proposed event 

matching service can competently filter out extraneous 

users from big data volume, there are still a number of 

problems need to be solved. Based on this event matching 

service, it is considered utilizing a cloud-assisted 

technique to realize a general and scalable data 

dissemination service over live content with several data 

sizes. 
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